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Sydney Stitches is set to impress

S

how features are intended to cover a
broad range of crafts and motivate
visitors to try something new. Visitors
will be spoilt for choice for three
craft-filled days at Sydney Stitches
in February with this impressive and
inspirational lineup of guest artists.
• Sky Carter will display, demonstrate and
teach freeform weaving.
• Michelle Lackenby of Paperazzi will have a
paper installation and daily classes.
• Lisa Mattock will demonstrate how to
reclaim, reuse and create something new
with Slow Stitches and teach in daily
classes.

Lisa Mattock

• Niki McDonald – aka Tapestry Girl – will
be at the show with her wonderful works
on display.

Michelle Lackenby

Sky Carter

Niki McDonald

ideas start here!
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e’re sure you’re familiar with the expression
‘everything old is new again!’
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Well, we have brought back car bumper stickers for the Sydney
Stitches & Craft Show and the Adelaide Craft & Quilt Fair as a
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grassroots promotional tool to help longer range promotion
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over the Christmas period. These have already been distributed,
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so you and your customers can use them. If you would like to get
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on board and use some stickers, just give us a call and we will send you more!
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@skycartercolour

@paperazzi_designstudio

@foragebylisamattock

Counter flyers/posters

Let your creative side flow
with freeform weaving

Reclaim, reuse and create something
new with Slow Stitching

Play with paper and create
perfect paper pieces

Sky Carter

Lisa Mattock

Michelle Lackenby
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e also have show-specific flyers available
for you to include in your mailouts or on
S T A R TSydney
H E R E Stitches & FEB
your shop counter.
Craft14 - 16, 2019
Hall 5, ICC Sydney,
flyers were sent last week and Adelaide’s
were
Exhibition Centre, Darling Harbour
Saturday | 9.30am to 4pm
Naomi sent
Huntsman
earlier, so if you need more or Thursday
thinktoyou
My Kindcould
of Textiles
leverage
more
awareness
with
them
just
Buy your favourite craft supplies
and
discover
more!
contact us and we will send a supply.
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Learn from the experts in
• Make & Takes
• Free workshops

CREATIVE EXPERIENCE
SHOW ON EARTH!
• The ICC has two easy-to-access carparks
• Catch the light rail, a train, ferry or bus to
the show.

THE GREATEST
Organised by:

Timetable and tickets at craftevents.com.au

Best of QuiltCon
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ect from Nashville, Tennessee!
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Adelaide

FEB 14 - 16, 2019

Expertise Events
presents
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Thursday to Sunday
10am to 4pm

Credit: Ready by guest artist Danny Amazonas
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• Trains, trams and
buses all service
the centre
• Undercover car
parking available at
the special flat rate
of just $10 per day

Adelaide

March 21 to 24, 2019

March 21 – 24, 2019

Adelaide Convention Centre,
North Terrace

Adelaide Convention Centre, North Terrace
www.craftevents.com.au
Thursday to Sunday • 10am to 4pm
Visit www.craftevents.com.au
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ICC Sydney, Exhibition Centre
Darling Harbour
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Craft & Quilt Fair
March 21 – 24, 2019
Adelaide Convention
Centre, North Terrace

Art is Confession by Jeanelle McCall, Texas, USA

• Visit the NSW Seniors Festival next door
Thursday and Friday

Front cover image: Vivid by Niki McDonald

• Studio classes
Plus, lots more to inspire!
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ICC Sydney, Exhibition Centre, Darling Harbour
Thursday to Saturday / 9.30am to 4pm
craftevents.com.au
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ABILITY is what you’re capable of
doing.
MOTIVATION determines what you do.
ATTITUDE determines how well you
do it.

18/10/18 9:26 am

Information is central to success

W

e are always looking at ways to improve show visitor
customer service while keeping them longer on the
show floor as we know this translates into more sales for you.
In 2019 at the larger events, we are implementing an information
desk in the centre of the show floor to answer enquiries and help
visitors find what they’re after.
The info desk is designed to help visitor queries about venue
facilities through to specific exhibitor and product questions.
This will also further support our green policy as we move
to more online information through the show APP and the
commitment to reduce printing as our part of the environmental
shift we can make.
To complement this at the larger shows we will also have the
Craft Family Stand where our sales team will be based, and can

answer new enquiries from visitors as well as any future show
specific queries you may have. This will also be where rebooks
can take place on any of the open days rather than the traditional
last day. Both these new initiatives will be trialled at the Sydney
Stitches & Craft Show so our teams can make any adjustments
and implement it more effectively in the future. Please remember
your feedback at the show is always welcome!

On behalf of all at Expertise Events, we wish you and your loved ones
a very Merry Christmas and Happy New Year. Our office is closed from
Friday December 21, 2018 to Friday January 11, 2019 inclusive.
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AQC conference

registration strong

A

QC conference packages went ‘live’ in late October
with great success. Delegates were thrilled with the
local and international tutor line-up and many of the
classes sold out within 24 hours.
Of the 30 wonderful sessions on offer, 15 are now sold out,
with several others almost full. This
is a great result six months
ahead of the show opening
in April, showing enormous
interest and engagement
by visitors with Australia’s
ultimate quilting event.

Celebration time at AQC

I

n 2019, AQC celebrates 15 fabulous years. The show is a
great success year after year, and continues to be a ‘must
see’ event for international, interstate and local visitors
alike. We are celebrating
this achievement with a
limited-edition AQC 15year souvenir pin and bag.
You can pre-order both
as a package for just $10
YEARS
– 50% off the retail price.
Just contact one of the
team to order them.

Expertise Events App
Being environmentally conscious, we want to reduce our
impact on the planet by offering the ability of accessing
everything all in one place from the palm of your hand.
The Expertise Events APP is the go-to item for accessing
information about craft events, from the show preview
magazine, onsite guide, exhibitor lists, timetable, pop up
classes and more. It’s free and can be downloaded from your
App store. The event codes are listed on the 2019 calendar
on the back page.

events

Download the Expertise
Events App – and then
enter the Event Code on
the back page

Our thoughts are with you

O

n Saturday November 3, a huge fire destroyed offices and
warehouses at Seven Hills, NSW, including the Blessington
building, home of Singer, Handi Quilter, Pfaff, Husqvarna Viking,
Ricoma, Superior Threads and AccuQuilt brands. Despite 100
firefighters and 20 fire engines, nothing could be saved. Fortunately,
there were no casualties, however everything was lost.
Despite the devastation, the Blessington team regrouped, set up a
temporary office nearby, and within two days of the fire they got on with
the job of servicing their clients. We wish them all the very best, and we
know they will be back in full swing soon.
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Craft –– the New Yoga!
It’s well known that our mental, physical and emotional health are
all connected, but how can craft improve our general well-being?

C

raft can have surprising health and wellness benefits, from
simple relaxation achieved by the rhythm of stitching or
crochet, through to reconciliation of emotional conflicts as a
result of art therapy.

community and craft groups can provide that community as well
as the friendships and shared interests that help people thrive.
Guilds, men’s sheds and craft friendship groups encourage social
connections.

Crafters have reported that creative pursuits have helped in
the management of addictions, to reduce anxiety and to calm
negative behaviour. The rhythm of knitting and the mathematics
required keep the mind focused on the moment rather than
letting anxiety take over.

Spiritual health involves having a sense of purpose that can come
from creating and belonging to a group is even better. Many quilt
groups have programs to donate finished works to people in
need. Aussie Hero Quilts has had a positive influence on the lives
of hundreds of our Defence Force personnel. Angel Gowns helps
fill a void for families affected by the loss of a baby. Many groups
fundraise to help charities too.

Repetition involved in many crafts is soothing and conducive to a
state of ‘flow’ – engagement where other worries and stresses are
forgotten for at least a while.

“

Social wellness comes from
being connected to people in your
community and craft groups can
provide that community as well
as the friendships and shared
interests that help people thrive.

“

The American Academy of Neurology reports in a recent study
that craft can help protect the brain, stimulating new neurons
to maintain cognitive health in middle and old age resulting in
improved memory.

Connectedness to tradition and to previous generations can also
come from doing craft.
Craft can also promote emotional wellness. It can be a form of
creative expression, and even to work through feelings of trauma
or loss. Making commemorative works such as memory quilts,
painting, journaling, scrapbooking or textile art can all be used to
journey through a difficult period. Just the activity of making can
provide much-needed clear head space.
Intellectual wellness can come from lifelong learning and craft
can provide opportunities for exchange of knowledge, learning
from each other and teaching others.
People who do craft report mental health benefits such as
reduced stress and less anxiety.
At the Sydney Stitches & Craft show, we’ll promote the wellness
benefits of craft through our new Craft Wellness Wheel, educating
people about the powerful role craft can play in our general
health and well-being.

Knitting is being recommended as a pain management technique
by health practitioners. At the end of World War 1, this diversional
therapy was used to treat soldiers suffering from what we
now know as post-traumatic stress syndrome, and has now
resurfaced today with psychologists prescribing knitting for pain
management and colouring-in as a relaxation technique.
Mindfulness – beneficial for our mental health can be induced
more easily with repetitive simple tasks such as knitting – a
meditative activity keeps the hands busy and the mind focused
which dissipates anxiety and facilitates calm. Zentangle takes
craft activity to a new meditative level, and people who paint or
stitch also report a feeling of calm.
Enhanced self-esteem can come from making something. For
children, craft can also provide a non-tech, non-screen activity to
detox from the digital world. Doing craft encourages kids to pay
attention to detail, to control impulses and to express themselves.
However holistic health requires more than physical and mental
wellbeing. Social, spiritual and emotional aspects are also part of
wellness and craft can address these needs.

Occupational

Emotional

Physical

The Six
Dimensions
of Wellness
Spiritual

Social

Intellectual

Social wellness comes from being connected to people in your
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Adelaide guest artist class sells out within hours!

A

rtist turned quilter, Danny Amazonas has been creating
a sensation at international quilting and art exhibitions
around the world. He will be at the Adelaide Craft & Quilt
Fair with an exhibition of his work, giving free floor talks and
conducting a two-day weekend masterclass.
Danny is so well-known among the Australian quilt and
textile art community, that when the momentum built online

and on social media about the details of his appearance and
class, it sold out within hours of release. There continues
to be a huge deal of interest on social media and incoming
calls about the sold-out classes, with visitor requests to
go on a waiting list in the event of a spot being available.
The fair includes the Adelaide Quilt Show and is set to be a
spectacular event.

Creative ideas start here!
I

n 2019, Stitches & Craft will capture the imagination
of new and experienced craft consumer audiences
alike with a fresh new positioning.
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ʻCreative Ideas start here’ is a logo device you will
see in conjunction with the yellow Stitches & Craft
logo in promotional material. Colourful, fresh and
contemporary, this new visual device is created to link visitors to the
concepts and crafts featured at the show. Look out for it on the website
and in other marketing material.

START HERE
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Show for Farmers wrap up

W

e are pleased to advise that the last load of generous donations from Brisbane
Craft & Quilt Fair exhibitors and visitors of food, water and dog food have been
delivered directly to Dunedoo where they were needed most.
We are also very proud that our Show for Farmers initiative was nominated by another
partner for the Exhibition Industry yearly awards for Best Corporate Citizen and it has
been shortlisted – as one of only three – for an award. This is a great achievement and we
give our heartfelt thanks to all who donated and assisted in this program. In such a short
amount of time, it has made a huge difference to Aussie farmers. Thank you.

Your Gateway
to Exhibiting

A

s you’re aware, you can now access the Exhibitor Services Kit and
Marketing and Promotions site through your exhibitor portal. The new
procedure is a very user-friendly way to order everything you need for your
exhibition experience. Your feedback about this change has been very positive
and if you have any suggestions or find any challenges, please let us know.

2019 Craft Calendar – Save the dates!
Event

City

Venue

Dates

App Code
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Show details will be added to each App closer to the event.
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